
Friday October 30th

Nat-chan’s Top 10

Fan Art Theater Staff Favorites

AMV Spotlight 2020 Edition

David Carradine’s Night Out:
Roaring 20s Edition

After These Messages Redux

Fan Art Theater 2020
Exhibition Showing

Fan Art Theater The
Retrospection

AMV Hell 4

Various AMV Hell Shorts

AMV Hell 5
Come join us as we show you that there is no place like
hell... I mean home! We all need some laughs, and 
more time in AMV Hell will get us there. 

The best of the AMV Hell Minis, all in one neat package.
Let’s get some laughs in together! 

AMV Hell 3: The Motion Picture II: AMV Hell 4: The Last One
Canonically the last AMV Hell, we’re hoping to laugh 
together, cry together, and otherwise enjoy some good
comedy together. 

This is the Fan Art Theater Competition’s Greatest Hits! 
We’re gonna go re-live the best our competition has 
ever seen. We know you’ll find some new favorites!

We are fighting for the future! A new path will be 
revealed as we blaze a trail forward. This year has 
been horrible for showing off new videos live at 
conventions. So we decided to give an outlet for all 
the videos made this year without a con to display to.
Join us and we’ll all make it through together.

After these messages brings you a collection of the 
best AMV trailers and commercials to come across 
our screens. Let us prove to you that sometimes, it is 
worth watching the ads.

From the vault of our own history, this is a showcase of
videos that fit our bill for qualifying as being “David 
Carradine’s Night Out”. Enjoy the sweet sound of 
electric swing and jam out with us!

AMV Spotlight brings you a selection from the best 
AMVs featured on the weekly Sunday column of 
fanarttheater.com. Join us on a journey through this 
past year in AMVs.

Our staff has come together to produce for you a 
special curated selection of the best videos we have 
to offer! Or, maybe we’re just pandering to ourselves. 
Either way, we’re biased, and this is our chance to 
pick videos without Nat-chan! Rebellion has never 
been this entertaining.

Join us on a magical journey as we share the top 10 
AMVs of all time. You’ll laugh. You’ll cry. You’ll want to 
grab them all!



Saturday October 31st

Pumpkin Spice AMVs

Hamilton Animatics

Synth Apocalypse

2020 Power Hour

Fan Art Theater 2020
Exhibition Showing

Fan Art Theater The
Retrospection

Fan Art Theater Plays
Among Us

&
Phasmophobia

Monster Stories

Sailor Death’s Terror Time
If you think pasta is creepy, you should see some 
of the things our host Sailor Death has in store. Come 
on up for an undying sense of dread and possible 
fever dreams in the near future! 

An hour of Monogatari series videos. Bakemonogatari 
being the start of the epic series of stories about 
ghosts, spirits, gods, and monsters, the title itself a 
portmanteau of "Bakemono", meaning Monster and 
"Monogatari” meaning Story or Tale.

We’re gonna play Phasmophobia, and Among us on 
stream! This will...go poorly. Please look forward to it. 

This is the Fan Art Theater Competition’s Greatest Hits! 
We’re gonna go re-live the best our competition has 
ever seen. We know you’ll find some new favorites!

We are fighting for the future! A new path will be 
revealed as we blaze a trail forward. This year has 
been horrible for showing off new videos live at 
conventions. So we decided to give an outlet for all 
the videos made this year without a con to display to.
Join us and we’ll all make it through together.

Kyle appreciates keeping up with new anime. He 
puts together a highlight video every year, so these 
are his picks for the best anime openings of 2020! 
Come heckle his bad takes with us.

Neon Light. Broken Hearts. A wasteland. The future is 
now. Get lost in the Synth and enjoy our picks!

Explosively popular and creatively inspiring, Hamilton 
stole our hearts when it hit the scene. Impressive and 
diversely produced animatics inspired by and 
featuring the show have been collected by our team
for showing off to the world. We’re not throwing away
this shot!

Fall isn’t just a state of being. Come enjoy this autumn-
inspired AMV playlist compiled by Sailor Death and 
Kyle. Keep the cider ready and have some doughnuts 
to ring in the day with us!



Sunday November 1st

Fan Art Theater AMA

This is (not) an EVA Fan Art Block

All The Feels

Fan Art Theater The
Retrospection

Fan Art Theater 2020
Exhibition Showing

This is your chance to really ask us some deeper 
questions than ever before. We’re laying it all out 
now in 2020. Come chat with us! 

The title lied: this is an EVA AMV block. EVA has 
been a huge influence on the AMV community 
ever since it first premiered. Come see our picks 
for the best EVA AMVs out there. 

A two hour emotional roller coaster ride featuring a 
range of emotional content to let yourself feel 
something in these hard times. Bring some tissues, 
folks.

This is the Fan Art Theater Competition’s Greatest Hits! 
We’re gonna go re-live the best our competition has 
ever seen. We know you’ll find some new favorites!

We are fighting for the future! A new path will be 
revealed as we blaze a trail forward. This year has 
been horrible for showing off new videos live at 
conventions. So we decided to give an outlet for all 
the videos made this year without a con to display to.
Join us and we’ll all make it through together.
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